
House Arrest Punishment, Its Enforcement and Control 

According to the new  Criminal Code the house arrest sentence has been introduced into 

the Czech legal order. 

The repeated incorporation of this institute into our legal order represents a reaction to the 

situation in our society – the so called crises of the custodial prison sentence. The causes of 

introducing of this punishment are e.g. the intention to ease the conditions in overcrowded 

prisons, to save substantial amounts of money, and last but not least, to maintain positive 

family and work relationships of the  convict.  

House arrest belongs among alternative sentences, i.e. punishments not connected with 

confining somebody into prison, which nevertheless enable to reach the purpose of the 

punishment equally as imposing custodial prison sentence. House arrest represents the most 

severe alternative sentence, which is obvious from its inserting into the provision of § 52 

Criminal Code  right after   imprisonment.  

House arrest occurs in two basic types, which are the programs called ,,Back–end“ a 

,,Front–end“. Further we distinguish between house arrest forms connected with electronic 

monitoring and forms without it. From July 1, 2012 to November 30, 2012  „Experimental 

Electronic Monitoring of the Convicted Persons“ took place, the results of which clearly 

support its putting into practice. So far only house arrest without electronic monitoring has 

been applied. 

The house arrest sentence can be imposed individually or with another punishment, but 

never with the sentence of community services or imprisonment. It can be imposed on the 

offender for up to two years if its imposing (possibly with another punishment) is sufficient 

with regard to the nature and the gravity of the commited crime and the personality and 

background of the offender.  House arrest is based on the duty of the convicted person to stay  

in the given time in a certain residence.  

At present the execution of house arrest is controlled only by Probation and Mediation 

Service. If the offender breaks the conditions of the punishment, the sentence of house arrest 

is changed into the sentence of   imprisonment.  

House arrest is used abroad mainly as  replacement of imprisonment or a part of it if the 

convist is released on parole, or it is imposed in connection with conditional conviction.  

 


